For every automorphism / of the free group F = (xx, ... ,xm\-) Gersten [2, Theorem 5.6 ] constructed a finite graph representing / and used this graph to give the first proof of Scott's conjecture that the subgroup of fixed points of / is finitely generated. A simpler construction of a graph representing / is contained in a more general treatment of Stallings [6] ; also, as Goldstein and Turner [3] show, this graph can be obtained from Whitehead's 3-dimensional model for /. Apart from the applications in the study of fixed points, graphs representing automorphisms are of some independent interest; Hoare [4] uses them to reprove Whitehead's Cut Vertex lemma [7] and Thurston's Bounded Cancellation theorem [1] . This note offers another construction of Gersten's graph with a very short proof.
We say that the graph Y represents f if Y has the following properties. It is finite with every edge colored blue or red and labeled x; or x~ (I < i < m), assuming that inverse edges have the same color and inverse labels. Every x¡ is the label of at least one blue and one red edge. Equally colored edges emanating from the same vertex have different labels. The set of all blue edges, and the set of red edges as well, is the edge set of a maximal tree in Y. Finally, there is a vertex * such that for every path p which begins and ends at * one has blue (p) = f(red(p)), where blue(p) is the element of F (a word in x¡ ) obtained by reading out the labels of blue edges while traversing p , and red(p) is defined analogously. (This is a modified definition, an inessential variation of the original one.) Let T be the Cayley graph of F [5, p. 123] and TB and TR copies of T colored blue and red respectively. Let T0 be the graph obtained by taking TB and TR together and identifying every vertex v of TB with the vertex fv ~ of TR . It is readily seen that Y0 satisfies all conditions of the preceding paragraph except that of being finite.
If elements of F are regarded as reduced words in xi , it is easy to see that a subset A of F containing 1 is the vertex set of a subtree of T if and only if A is left-closed in the sense that it contains all initial segments of its elements. Dually, right-closed subsets are subsets containing terminal segments of their elements. Finally, we say that a subset A of F represents f if A is left-closed and fA is right-closed. Now if A represents /, then A and fA~x are both left-closed and so determine subtrees of TB and TR respectively, which have the same vertex set in T0 . Thus A determines a subgraph of T0 , which by a simple examination satisfies all conditions for being a graph representing /, except possibly that of being finite and that of having edges labeled x( for every i.
So we get the following algebraic restatement of the existence theorem for graphs representing automorphisms.
Theorem. If f is an automorphism of F then every finite subset of F is contained in a finite subset of F which represents f.
Proof. For every subset B of F the sets of all initial and terminal segments of elements of B will be denoted respectively by L(B) and R(B), and Rk(B) will stand for R(B) minus all its elements of length > k .
Let A0 be an arbitrary finite subset of F. Consider the sequence (An)
inductively defined by An+l = L(f~ R(fAn)). It is increasing, and its union A is a set representing F. Indeed, A = L(A) follows from An = L(An) and fA = R(fA) follows from fAn+l = fL(f~xR(fAn))R(fAn).
It remains to prove that An+X = An for some n .
Lemma. // L(B) = B and k = max{|/x(|: I < i < m} then L(f~xR(fB)) = f-lR(fB)uL(f-xRk(fB)).
The proof of the Lemma will be given at the end. The number of elements of length < k in F is finite, so there is N such that the increasing sequence Rk(fAn) is constant for n > N. By the lemma, AN+2 = r[R(fAN+x)UL(rlRk(fAN)).
Since L(f~lRk(fAN)) Ç AN+] Ç f~xR(fAN+{) it follows that AN+2 = f~XR(fAN+l) and similarly that AN+3 = f-]R(fAN+2). So AN+3 = f~]R(R(fAN+l)) = AN+2, finishing the proof.
Proof of lemma. We may assume B = L(w) for some w G F. Write w = yx ■■■yr with y. e {x,, ... ,xm}±x , so that B = {l,w,, ... ,wr}, where w¡ = yx---y¡. Let C be the set on the right-hand side of the equality in the lemma.
We have to prove for every u G R(fwj) ,l<i<r, that L(f~ u) ç C . We do this by induction on i. The case i = 1 follows from R(fwx) = Rk(fwA . Now suppose u e R(fwj) and \u\ > k . (There is nothing to prove if \u\ < k.) Let fwj = vu. Since w/ = w¡_iy¡ and |/y.| < k , it follows that v is an initial segment of fwi_x as well; /«>,•_, = vu . Thus f u= (f~ u')y¡, and so L(f~ u) ç L(f~ u')\J{f u} ç C because L(f~ u) ç C by induction hypothesis and f~ u e f~ R(fw¡) ç C .
